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INVESTIGATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF STIFFENER

SIZE ON THE BUCKLING PRESSURES

OF CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
UNDER HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE,

PART II

by

James A. Not

This report is reprinted from the Journal of Shin Research, Volume 6,
Number 2, October 1962, published by The lociety of Naval Architects and
Marine Engineers. The original work wa& published as a thesis investiga-
tion under the supervision of Professor R.A. Hechtman at the George
Washington University, and then as a formal David Taylor Model Basin
report (Report 1600) to provide for a wider distribution.

The present report summarizes the detailed theoretical and experi-
mental analyses presented in the two previous manuscripts, and also,
discusses the comparison between the theoretical analysis of this report
and a later analysis developed by Doctor G. Gerard.
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Investigation on the Influence of Stiffener Size on the
Buckling Pressures of Circular Cylindrical Shells Under
Hydrostatic Pressure'
By James A. Net

A theoretical derivation is given for elastic and plastic buckling of stiffened, circular
cylindrical shells under uniform external hydrostatic pressures. The theory accounts for
variable shell stresses, as influenced by the circular stiffeners, and critical buckling pres-
sures are obtained for simple support conditions at the shell-frame junctures. Collapse
pressures for both elastic and plastic buckling are determined by iteration and numerical
minimization. The theory is applicable to shells made either of strain-hordening or
elastic-perfectly plastic materials. Using the developed analysis, it is shown that a varia-
tion in stiffener size can change the buckling pressures. Test data from high-strength
steel and aluminum cylinders show agreement between the theoretical and experimental
collapse pressures to within approximately six percent.

SINCE the USS Holland was launched, the Navy has I General instability.
been interested in the design of reinforced cylinders for 2 Asymmetric shell buckling.
submarine structures. Collapse pressures for various 3 Or axisymmetric shell collapse.
modes of failure must be determined before the naval General instability occurs when the size of the frames is
architect can arrive at a rational design. The collapse of critical for a given frame spacing, resulting in collapse of
a cylindrical shell stiffened by circular frames may occur the frames together with the shell. Failure may occur
in one of three modes depending upon its geometry. along several frames or it may occur over the entire
Considering a given shell-thickness to shell-diameter length of a compartment. Shell buckling occurs when
ratio, failure may occur by frame size is sufficient to prevent general instability, but

I This paper is based on a thesis investigation submitted to the the frame spacing is critical. In this type of shell failure
George Washington University in partial satisfaction for the de- a series of asymmetric lobes forms in the shell between
gree of Mster of Science in Engineering.

I Structural Research Engineer, David Taylor Model Basin, frames. Axisymmetric shell collapse occurs when the
Washington, D. C. frame size is sufficient to prevent general instability and

Nomnlature

A, - effective area of frame crws setion, sq in. R - radius of cylinder to midplane of shell, in.
A i coefficients for plstic-buckling equation, in. R k - radius of cylinder, to CC, of frame, in.

b - faying width of frame, in. u,, v, , - shell displacements, in.
D bendinF rigidity of shell, E.A'/12( I - '), lb-in. z, y, i - coordinates, dimensionlem
8 Young s modulus, psi a - effective stres parameter, 3(l - E,/ 1.)
. mecant modulus, pm - measure of beam-column effect, (R/A)'p/2E

R, tangent modulus, pli (I - #$)"$ dimensionless
h shell thickness, an. A/k
k - mode shape coefficient /R in.-' - property parameter, / dimensonles

Lp - center-to-center spacing of frames, in. / - shell flexibility parameter 1I - 9)]4L/(R, I'l
L - unsupported length of cylinder, L, - b, in. dimenilonia

M moduli parameter, I - 5,/o., dimensionless - mode sape coeffient, mr/L, in.-t
m, n numbers of half-waves of buckling configuration - Poisson's ratio dimensionless

in axial and circumferential directions, respee- a. elastic value ;I Poison's ratio, dimensionless
tively, dimensionless mmbrau strMM, Psi

N., N., N. = forces per unit length, lb per in. ff e c e str , pm- a,,e - effectiveestres, pmip = re'e pIM
p. - elastic buckling presure, psi - elastie limit strew, pmi
p- plastic buckling presure, equation (10), psi a, - yield stres, psi
p,- plastic rollapse pressure, equations (10) and (13), # - stres function, dimensionless

pI r - shear stresm, psi



the frame spacing-diameter ratio is relatively small, pre-
venting shell buckling. 'ailure occurs by a combination
of yielding and axisymmetric buckling of the shell, result-
ing in an axisymmetric fold in the shell between frames.

Theoretical solutions for the elastic instability of -

cylindrical shells have lwcii derived by Mises I I]:, and
Sanden and T61ke 121. and their solutions apply when
stresses in th, shell are, linear when buckling occurs.
The problem of plastic collapse has been recently treated
by Reynolds 131 for the asymmetric mode of failure and
by Lunchick [4, 51 for the axisymmetric mode. In their
solutions the nonlinear effect of the stress-strain curve in
the elastic-plastic region is considered.

A subject of current interest to the naval architect is
that of the effect of the size of the reinforcing circular
frames on the asymmetric shell-buckling strength of
cylindrical shells under external hydrostatic pressure.
This problem becomes important in the design of sub-
marines, since it is advantageous to have the struitural
material in the shell and frame so distributed that it
gives a maximum collapse pressure for a minimum weight.

In this report a theoretical analysis of the asymmetric
shell-buckling mode of a circular, framed, cylindrical shell Codt system for stifened cylindrical shell
loaded under external uniform hydrostatic pressure is Fig. I
shown. Gerard's [61 equations of equilibrium for plastic
buckling are solved using realistic expressions for stresses pR
in the shell determined by the Salerno-Pulos 171 theory, G0 = (3)
which accounts for the effect of circular frames. The where
plasticity coefficients in Gerard's equations of equi- #(er
librium are expressed in terms of variable shell stresses =

determined by Salerno and Pulos. The feature of vari- In the theory of buckling, a certain stress condition at
able shell stresses becomes important in this problem, as a poiit in the shell it assumed to reach a limiting value
a change in frame size will produce a change in shell at the onset of collapse. The circumferential stress
stresses. varies with x and the stress condition is assumed to be

most critical at midbay; therefore, the stress is taken at
Theory the midbay, midplane fiber location. The function, #,

Pwik-Oickling Theory which determines the axisymmetric stress at this location
ical shells loaded of a circular framed cylindrical shell loaded under ex-In the case of stiffened circular ylindril s ternal hydrostatic pressure is given by the theory of

under external hydrostatic pressure the two principal Salerno and Puhbs 171 and expressed by Krenzke and
stresses occur in directions parallel and perpendicular to Short 181 in the following convenient form:
the longitudinal axis of the cylinder, Fig. I. Therefore,
the shear st ress is given by Ns0-I ( I - "') .,F,

N,. = 0 (I) = I - (4)r= At0h1 at + 0 + Ft(I - 0)

Using membrane-stress theory, which considers only where a, is the ratio of frame area to shell ares and is ex-

stresses on the middle surface of the shell (neglecting pressed as

bending), the longitudinal membrane stress can be de- A, (40
termined from the equation of equilibrium in the longi- af hLl.
tudinal direction: and 0 is the ratio of faying width of the stiffener to the

,= = PR (2) center-to-center spacing of the stiffeners and is expressed
h 2 as

The circumferential membrane stress can be obtained O_= b (4b)
by the analysis of Salerno and lulos 171 who express the Lb
stress as follows:

' A is the effective area of the frame obtained by multiplying
the tnre area of the frame by R/R, for internally framed cylinders

Numbers in brackets desiKnate References at end of paper. and (R/I,)' for externally framed cylinders.
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The functions F, and F, are defined as follows: to longitudinal bending in the shell at the shell-frame
junctures. This assumption at the boundary may be

F, ' ohl $?,a - Cos* 40 1 (4c) justified by concluding that, when plastic behavior begins
(0) cosh 0 sinh 90 + ens sin nO in the shell at the shell-frame junctures, the frames pro-

't + f I duce little restraint against rotation of the shell. The
general solution of equations [51 satisfying the boundary

cosh #, sin ~ + sinh 'i 9 cos ' conditions, equations (7) and (8), can be expressed as

F = cosh 'in sinh 9,9 + cos *A sin 'i - A ossinks cos Xx
+v =f Bo cos k8 sin Xx (9)

#1 '7' to = Co sin ks sin )x

where In small-displacement theory, the criterion for bifurca-

'n - 0 - yW,)/ and 172 - 1(0 + Y,)'' tion of equilibrium is that the deflections increase beyond
Gerard's 161 equilibrium equations for cylindrical-shell limit. To satisfy this stability criterion, the expressions
sructurds made ofairoic, tionsyincompressiblriael for the displacements, u, v, and wv, given by equations (9),

structures made of an isotropic, incompressible material are substituted into the equilibrium equations, equations
and subjected to external hydrostatic pressure can be (5), and the determinant formed by the coefficients of
written in terms of the shell stresses, a, and u,, as follows: the arbitrary mode-shape parameters, Ao, Bo, and Co, is

2  lu +I a2  (3 o,,\ 2', set equal to zero. Equating this determinant to zero, a

4- 4 bi2 -0 4& s characteristic equation for the determiration of the
plastic-buckling pressure is obtained. The method of

+ - a - - = - 0 solution is shown in detail by Nott in 19]. The plastic
2 4 Rbuckling pressure is expressed in the form

L")al, I all, + 3 v~,\) b'u E"
4 " 4 - -i - 4  ,J* l - (,I'.,- + (1)rA + EX,_.

)- 1 0  
'= R( +k2) (k'+ X)'- Al

__5_ [4rG' - kt#)+3X'k'j2D[(I4W+O2
D - (2- 2 }Ox' where

+ a -" wl -"h RI v:)a

(I da t W'( )]+ , 4(40' 2* + 1)(I)4 as -,,, 31 + F,, i =I (10b)

+N.a + 0
ast x,= A? - A30 + A401

where (0)

3and x2 = A6 + .4 + A,#'- A.s' + A S'
4

lis' k and

in which the effective stress, a,, is determined from the . (k2 + Xt)
octahedral shear-stress theory of Hencky, Huber, and A, = P'(kI + XI)'(2k2 + X2)
Mises; i.e., A_ = 2k') (k2 + ))'

S(O, + all - 6, 8)"' (6) A4 = 2k'(k' + X))'(k' + 2X') (10d)
A6 = 06(4k' + V)

If simple support conditions -are assumed at the shell- As = 2k') (2k' - A')
frame junctures, the boundary conditions which must be A7 = 2k2X2(2k' - Xl)(k' - W)

satisfied are As = 8k9'X(k' - 2)

Wl.-o f WI..L = 0 (7) A, = 4kg(k' + 4)')

and Equat ion (10) is an exact solution for the ease of simple

_ -2W =8)support conditions at the shell-frame junctures. Gerard,
S 0 (8) in (101, obtains an approximate plasticity reduction fac-

tor for asymmetric buckling. In his solution, Gerard

Simple support implies that the frames offer no restraint makes the assumption that

3



This assumption for "moderate length cylinders" leads - -

to neglecting of higher order terms which enables an
analytical minimization of the plasticity equations. 70o
However, in the general case of cylinders of any length 0t°

no assumption can be made as to the order of magnitude o
of nL/wR. Hence, the expression for the critical pressure I
becomes more complicated, and the minimization with
respect to the number of lobes (n) is not as convenient as le-- _

in Gerard'ses. c -a-w-

The plastic-buckling pressure, pp, in equation (10) 00

defines a sange of collapse pressures for different values
of a, beyond the elastic limit. The flexural rigidity of the
shell, D, in equation (10) is given by 0 .o

3 0.2Jo *pAS.om
12(1 - P")

where Poisson's ratio, P, in the elastic-plastic region is _0

shown by Gerard and Wildhom 1111 to be
2P = I ,( - (12)

2O - 0 0 0.4 04@ as W

Equation (6) can also be used to determine the relation- From Am./0A

ship between the prebuckling stress condition in the shell Fis. 2 dec of frame *as on abeD-buckling pressur of
and the applied pressure. Substituting equations (2) and me[ cytindar
(3) into equation (6) and solving for p, one obtains

2 h s ( 1 3
- 2 + I)'/- ( , and p. venus w, occurs for a value of a, less than v.,

Since e is a function of the applied pressure, eqtations the elastic limit of the materiaL In thi6 case R,/E. - I
(10) and (13) represent transcendental equations for the and equation (10) reduces to Reynolds 131 elastic-
pressures p, and p., respectively, buckling pressure, p,, which can be written as

Buckling of a cylindrical shell in the asymmetric mode R 'h'(k' + X' + X
is assumed to occur when the applied pressure, p., equals . /12(1 - ') R'(k' + X)1 (14)
the plastic-buckling pressure, p,. Therefore, the plastic- P. = X2 ']
collapse pressure, p,, which uniquely defines the plastic- - + k'*
buckling pressure of the shell, is obtained by, the simul- 2

taneous solution of equations (10) and (13). As an A plot of p. versus a, is the horizontal line p - p, in the
analytical solution to these equations would be quite p - a, plane and, therefore, the critical buckling pres-
tedious, if not impossible, a graphical solution is recom- sure may be obtained directly from equation (14).
mended. Equation (10) can be plotted in the form p, Equation (14) is also a transcendental equation in the
versus a, and equation (13) in the form p. versus a,. pressure, and the elastic-collapse pressure, p., must be
The intersection of these two curves then defines the determined by iteration.
collapse pressure, p,.

Minimum or critical values of p, in the elastic-plastic
region for a specific geometry are determined by: (a) Calculations have been carried out for a series of
Numerical minimization with respect to n, and (b) an geometries in the plastic-buckling range to show the
iteration procedure to satisfy equations (4) and (10). effect of frame size on the shell-buckling pressure, pt,
Iteration is also used to determine p. from equations (4) according to the developed theory. A strain-hardening
and (13). This procedure, outlined for a strain-harden- steel with a yield strength of 88,000 psi is used for
ing material, is greatly simplified for an elastic-perfectly demonstration purposes, and the results are presented in
plastic material. As the value of a, for an elastic- graphical form in Fig. 2. As shown in the graph, the
perfectly plastic material is never gremer than a,, equa- flexibility parameter, 0, has a limiting value of 4.0, for
tion (10) represents the vertical line a, - e,. which an increase of the relative frame sine will not pro-

duce any increase in collapse pressure. Thus, at this
Elmfkc-&kbkg Thew limit the ratio of frame area to shell area need only be

When the geometry of the shell structure is such that sufficient to prevent combined frame and shell failure.
elastic buckling can occur, the intersection of p, versus Since # is a function of h and R and is directly propor-

4



MODEL . MODEL 2

INCHESH PSD-302959

MODEL 3 MDEL 4

I •P .. ,2Y6, INCHES PS.3029

fig. % Aluminum mo~dels aftfr collapse

tional to the spacing, L, it is seen that for a constant h the webs of the frames are welded to the shell causes an
and R, 9 is totally dependent on L. For this case, frame initial outward shell deflection for an externally-framed
spacing is an important aspect on the effect of frame sise. cylinder. On the ather hand, an initial inward shell de-

flection occurs for an internally-framed cylinder. These
bplm initial deflections cause residual stresses and beam-

column effects which can affect the collapse strength.
Des of Mxii Each model had the same shell thickness, radius, and

To determine experimentally what effect the circular typical bay lengths, and only the cross-sectional area of
frames have on a cylindrical shell loaded under external the frames varied. The shell flexibility parameter, 0, was
hydrostatic pressure, four structural models were fabri- 2.5 for each model.
cated and tested in a pressure tank. As pioneering ttruc- Model I had a frame area equal to 30 percent of the
tural research is currently being conducted in the use of shell area. The frame area of Model 2 was 40 percent of
aluminum for oceanographic research vehicles, for ex- that in the shell. Model 3 had a frame area 70 percent of
ample, the Aluminaut, a high-strength aluminum alloy the shell, and Model 4, 100 percent of the shell area.
was chosen. The four models were constructed of The shape of the frames on all four models was that of a
7075-T6 extruded aluminum. Machined structural T-section, and the faying width of the webs was held
models were favored as opposed to welded models to constant in order to hold the bay lengths the same.
eliminate the effects of initial deflections and residual
streses which occur in welded structures. Lunchick and Tet Re"t,
Short [121 and Krenxke [131 have shown that, in welded Fig. 3 shows the four models after collapse. Model 1,
models, the heating and cooling process occurring when which had a cross-sectional frame area .30 percent of the
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4 A graphical representation of the observed collapst,Fig. 4Eluect o frme size on ollap prs. presures is shown in Fig. 4, together with various cor-
responding theoretical formulas. The Hencky-Mises

114j yield criterion at outside midbay assumes that
shell area, collapsed at a pressure of 1300 psi by plastic failure occurs when the effective stress, a,, on an outside
general instability. Therames were not of sufficient size fiber at midbay reaches the yield strength of the ma-
to prevent frame failure, and both frames and shell failed terial. An extension of this theory is that of Kempner
simultaneously over the entire length of the model in a and Salerno 1151, in which failure is assumed to occur
single "deep dish" lobe. Width of the lobe was approxi- when the stresses inside at the frame, followed by stresses
mately one eighth of the circumference of the model. at outside midhay, reach the yield strengtb. Lunchick's
Tearing of the shell from the end rings and frames oc- plastit-hinge theory 141 for axisymmetric collapse is for
.urred throughout the lobe, and the two center frames an elastic-perfectly plastic material and allows for an
buckled inward, amount of plastic reserve strength before failure occurs.

Model 2, which had a cross-sectional frame arett 40
percent of the shell area, collapsed at 1400 psi by plastic De00aOn of Expeimenfa Rsufts
asymmetric buckling. Failure occurred in all three The experimental results showed that an appreciable
typical bays in a series of nonsymmetrical lobes ac- increase in collapse pressure occurred from the 30 percent
companied by lateral twisting of the frames. The frame-area ease to the 40 percent frame-area case. At
length of the lobes was approximately one tenth of the the 30 percent frame area a general instability failure
tircumference of the model. In several places tearing occurred. At the 40 percent frame area buckling of the
occurred at the shell-frame junctures, but this was not shell occurred between frames. Only a small increase in
as pronounced as in Model 1. collapse prefture occurred between 40 percent and 70

Model 3, which had a cros-sectional frame area 70 percent frame size. At 70 percent frame size an axisym-
percent of the shell area, collapsed at 1420 psi by axisym- metric yield-type failure occurred instead of asymmetric
metric shell yielding. Failure occurred in the first buckling. Strains at the frame indicated that longitudi-
typical bay from the end ring along a 180-deg ar length nal stresses grow with an increase of percent frame size,
around the circumference. Tearing occurred at the two Fig. .5, which could cause premature yielding. A subse-
shell-frame junctures and at midbay. luent increase to 100 percent frame size caused collapse

Model 4, which had a cross-sectional frame area 100 at a lower pressure than that of the 40 percent frame
percent of the shell area, collapsed at 1390 psi by axisym- size. For an increase in percent frame size, the relative
metric shell yielding similar to Model 3; however, the decrease in circumferential strains at a frame was greater
area of collapse was more pronounced in Model 4. The than the decrease in circumferential strains at miday.
length of the failure in this model extended over ap- This shows that large frames lower frame deflections, bit
proximately 200 deg. Failure occurred in the first typical increase bending of the shell at the frames, thus causing
bay from the end ring and tearing of the shell at the hinge relatively higher longitudinal stresses in the shell at the
locations occurred as in Model 3. frame locations. Therefore, in the case of the 100 per-
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Toble I Comparieos of Theoretical Versus Experimental Collopse Pressures

Model 1"6 T.2 T.3 T.6 T.2A T.7A U.12 U.2 2

Fime Ama/well Alia 0.912 0.694 1.609 1.418 1 6.01 0.576 0.400

* /Ex Ion 2.93 3.6 13.83 3.43 2.0 2.27 2.35 6.19

A/R, 103 0.679 0.69 0.953 6.6113 .979 1.3 r.573 1.525

NSO of Fses Tee Rectooplof Tee

Mteril TSloeel Mild 8teel 75.T6

Cestmctiol owedd Machind

Epeueuiestal Ceollape Pses.wo (psi) 670 553 100 666 770 97 735 1400

B Earions10] 1 d[10,1 662 543 (, 6 691 743 917 707 1485
Peylds' 696 563 1016 705 748 938 734 1502

Equa0e0[14).p. 878 603 1210 755 975 18395 98 1943

Aeyselds 906 626 1259 756 1010 1907 1002 1976
Elastic k sdea.Telkes2  930 631 125 773 1032 2014 1054 1977

MissI 786 535 1160 705 9S 1716 963 1115

cent frame size, the bending stresses in the shell at the experimental values. The theory of Kempner and Sa-
frames could have affected the collapse pressure ad- lerno [151 shows collapse pressures slighty lower than
versely. those given by the Hencky-Mises criterion.

Reynolds 131, in his comprehensive study of plastic
Ceompeaih of Thewy Wiuh Ex F4mImI buckling, also reported the test results of seven steel

For the models tested, the asymmetric theory predicts models, five of welded construction and two machined.
an increase in shell-buckling pressure for an increase in Results of these tests and results of Model 2 are corn-
frame size. Since only Model 2 failed in this mode, it is pared with theoretical formulae in Table 1. Fig. 6 gives
difficult to make a positive conclusion concerning the a graphical representation of theoretical versus experi-
actual trend. However, it would seem reasonable to mental collapse pressures for the steel cylinders shown in
assume, from the much lower collapse pressure of Model I Table 1. Equations (10) and (13) and Reynolds' plastic
and the higher pressure of Model 3, that the experimental equations are shown to agree within approximately 6
buckling pressures also increase with an increase of frame percent of experiments. The elastic equations, equa-
size to a point where axisymmetric collapse occurs. This tion (34), and those of Mines 11, Sanden and Tolke 12 1,
increase in buckling pressure for an increase of frame size and Reynolds 13 1, predict collapse pressures which are
agrees with equations (10) and (13) as shown in Fig. 4. unconservative when compared with the experimental
Using equations (10) and (13) and Lunchick's plastic- results. This can be expected, since all the test models
hinge theory (41 for axisymmetric collapse, the transition collapsed plastically.
between asymmetric and axisymmetric collapse occurs A property parameter, defined
for a frame area 62 percent of the shell area, which case h/R
is between Models 2 and 3. k - (15)

The solutionlof equations (10) and (13) of this report, u/E
Reynolds' theory 131, and Lunchick's plastic-hinge is shown superimposed on the graphs in Fig. 6. When
theory 141 all predict collapse pressures on the uncon- h/i is relatively high and a,/E is relatively small, a high
servative side of the experimental values. Reynolds value of E is obtained. This is the case for Model U-12,
does not completely account for actual prebuckling in which hIR is 0.0193 and v,/E is 2.27 X 10-3 for 0.488
stresses in the shell as influenced by the frames, and the frame-area to shell-area ratio, Table 1. Also, for small
plastic-hinge theory is not strictly applicable to a strain- values of h/R and large w,'/E a low j is obtained, as is the
hardening material. case for Models T-2A and T-3. The trend of the 1-curve

When the Hencky-Mises yield criterion 1141 is applied in Fig. 6 agrees with the trend of the elastic-buckling
to the stresses at the outside midbay location, theoretical equations. This should be expected, since for Model
collapse pressures are on the conservative side of the U-12 the large hIlt increases the theoretical elastic-



r, (c) A change in the predicted mode of failure from
to- - .- - 0 asymmetric buckling to axisymmetric yielding at 62 per-

cent frame size; Lunehick's 141 plastic hinge and equa-
- , tions (10) and (13), p.-

(d) An increase in the theoretical asymmetric buckling
pressures between 30 and 70 percent frame size.

- - 0 (e) An increase in the experimental and theoretical
SM.-TI&. elongitudinal bending strain. at the frame locations.

1 4 14. 0,. - (0) A decrease in the experimental .nd theoretical
s," \., 0 circumferential strains at the midbay and irame locations.

i,0 - e
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